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Forming mechanisms and structures of
a knowledge transfer network:
theoretical and simulation research

Xiaoguang Wang

Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to analyze the exchange and reciprocal mechanism behind individual

knowledge transfer activities as well as their impact on the individual knowledge transfer networks.

Design/methodology/approach – The author conducted theoretical and simulation research.

Agent-based technology is employed to construct an agent dynamics agent-based model that

simulates and explains how an individual initiates the evolution of a knowledge network through

knowledge transfer activities.

Findings – The results demonstrate that the two mechanisms can improve the knowledge levels of the

network members; the exchange mechanism is more efficient as it can improve the values of both sides.

Individual knowledge transfer networks evolve from random networks to small-world networks.

Research limitations/implications – The research model must include more variables. Computer

simulation research will be cross-confirmed by other research methods in future studies.

Practical implications – Individual knowledge transfer networks form and subsequently evolve as a

result of social interaction. The research findings will contribute to the policy making for knowledge

management in organizations.

Originality/value – Little has been published about the dynamics of individual knowledge transfer

networks. The author believes that the paper is the first to analyze the internal mechanisms behind

individual knowledge transfer activities and test them with agent-based technologies.

Keywords Knowledge transfer, Economic exchange theory, Social exchange theory, Reciprocal theory,
Computer simulation, Agent-based technology, Information networks, Modelling

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

Knowledge is a valuable resource that is essential to an organization’s ability to innovate and

compete. With the development of the information economy, knowledge has become a

strategic asset of organizations (Bollinger and Smith, 2001). Recent years have seen

increasing research on intra-organizational and inter-organizational knowledge transfer. This

literature has focused on various factors influencing knowledge transfer, including personal

willingness, absorption capacity, physical distance, cultural differentiation, etc. Alongside

the emergence of the social network research paradigm, a related idea has emerged that

social networks are not only a vehicle for knowledge flow, but also provide the situational

element for tacit knowledge flows. The relational network of actors, as a whole, prompted by

knowledge transfer and sharing reveals the process and path of knowledge diffusion.

Many researchers in sociology have emphasized the information flow through social

networks and across weak ties (Milgram, 1967; Granovetter, 1973; Burt, 1992; Rogers,

1995). Recently, literature from social physics (Watts, 1998; Watts, 2004; Barabási and Réka,

1999, Barabási, 2003; Christakis and Fowler, 2009) has demonstrated that a variety of social

networks, such as online social networks, e-mail networks, worldwide web and sex networks

exhibit small-world and scale-free characteristics. Information and knowledge, as a kind of
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social resource, spread quickly in such kinds of social networks. From the perspective of the

formation of social networks, an individual knowledge transfer network is a result of social

interaction. Apparently, individual psychological motivation and the mechanism of social

interaction are, respectively, the internal basis and external condition of knowledge transfer

networks. To date, only a few articles have combined the emergent network perspective and

traditional institutionalism to explain the formation and evolution of individual knowledge

transfer networks. How the evolution happens and what the resulting network will evolve into

are still in need of further study.

This paper conducts a theoretical and simulation analysis of the social exchange

mechanism and reciprocal altruism mechanism based on agent-based technologies. It is an

exploratory study of the influence of social interaction mechanisms on the formation and

structural evolution of individual knowledge transfer networks. A network structure impacts

its functions compactly. A small-world network is a good channel for the flow of information

and knowledge (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). However, it is necessary to study the impact of

individual behavioral motives on the formation of network structures. These findings will

benefit the design of knowledge management strategies in organizations to promote the

evolution of dynamic networks and therefore the formation of network structures that are

suited to knowledge transfer.

In the following, a review of knowledge transfer research, social exchange theory and

reciprocal altruism theory, and their impact on the individual knowledge transfer process, is

first carried out. Next, the research methods are detailed, followed by simulation analysis

and conclusions.

2. Literature review

The study of knowledge transfer originated from the discussion on technology transfer.

Teece (1977) initially conducted research on the phenomenon of technology transfer,

exploring it from two aspects:

1. transfer cost; and

2. understanding the decisive factors for transfer.

This research indicated that enterprises could accumulate a large amount of transnational

applied knowledge through international technology transfers. Thereafter, with the

large-scale rise of multinational enterprises, research on knowledge transfer has gradually

moved away from a technology focus and instead has been focusing more on the internal

mechanisms for knowledge transfer.

Kogut and Zander (1992) believe that knowledge transfer and flow in enterprises at the

international level is the source and foundation for their competitive advantages. Knowledge

diffuses more easily within a firm than between firms. Therefore, if knowledge transfer

processes are codified and made teachable, enterprises cannot obtain the corresponding

profits from the transfer. Subsequently, multinational enterprises will not transfer the

knowledge. Improving the performance of the enterprise is the driving force for internal

knowledge transfer within multinational enterprises (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Grant, 1996;

Dinur and Inkpen, 1996). Through internal knowledge transfer processes, multinational

enterprises can not only achieve knowledge re-utilization and maximum profits (Bartlett and

Ghoshal, 1989), but can also ensure that each business unit has the same competitive

advantage as the best business unit in the enterprise (Kogut and Zander, 1992).

In order to accelerate the speed of knowledge transfer and expand the its scope of its

diffusion, technicians place their hopes on knowledge management systems (KMSs). A

KMS is a computer-mediated knowledge communication system constructed under the

guidance of information-processing theory and organization collaboration ideology. The

insufficiency and inefficiency of KMSs have been demonstrated in many cases studies. The

primary reason for this insufficiency is the intangibility of human-computer interaction, which

decreases the trust humans place in computer-mediated knowledge exchanges. The

second reason is that critical context information bound to knowledge is filtered out by
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electronic text, thus decontextualzing knowledge. Therefore this knowledge cannot be

accurately absorbed by the seeker and receiver.

Social networks and social capital must be considered in the study of knowledge transfer

processes. From real-world observations, directed communication between individuals is

the most common knowledge flow form. The interaction between the knowledge sender and

the receiver usually occurs in social networks. What the receiver gets is dependent on his

own social capital. Knowledge acquisition is a direct benefit of social capital (Adler and

Kwon, 2002).

The social relationships between the knowledge transfer participants, the structure, and the

extent of those social connections have an impact on knowledge transfer performance.

Face-to-face interaction shaped through social relationships provides linkages, which are

the framework within which individuals can create, retain, and transfer knowledge,

especially tacit knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Social network analysis (SNA)

facilitates the study of the frameworks. Hansen (1999) first initiated research on knowledge

sharing and knowledge transfer from the perspective of SNA and social relationships, and

discussed the function of weak ties on knowledge sharing in organizational subunits. Tsai

(2001) analyzed the effects of network position and absorptive capacity on business unit

innovation and performance. Reagans and McEvily (2003) researched the impact of network

cohesion and its range on knowledge transfer. Levin and Cross (2004) demonstrated the

impaction of strong and weak ties on tacit and explicit knowledge transfer mediated by

competence- and benevolence-based trust. Senthil and Margaret (2005) also conducted

research on the function of social relationships on the processing of knowledge transfer

within multinational groups from the perspective of knowledge-based theory and social

network theory. While regarding the impact of the structure of a relationship network on the

system performance, Inkpen and Tsang (2005) revealed the impact of social capital that is

embedded in different network structures when processing knowledge transfers. Jackson

and Dutta (2001), Bala and Goyal (2000), Singh (2005), Michael and Martina (2008), Zhou

et al. (2010) also conducted research on this topic from different perspectives.

Cowan and Jonard (2004) first analyzed the relationship of network structures and different

forms of knowledge transfer based on agent technology and found that knowledge transfer

networks meet small-world network criteria and further, that the knowledge transfer network

with such structural features has the highest average knowledge level.

Three conclusions can be drawn from research literature. First, most of this research is

based on neoclassical economics paradigms. The pursuit of exchange efficiency is the

fundamental reason to achieve knowledge transfer, while the exploration of knowledge

transfer based on exchange mechanisms is a deeper subject. Second, the methodology of

social networks has facilitated the subject relationship analysis, an effective measure to

explore knowledge transfer under different exchange mechanisms. Third, a simulation

analysis of an exchange process based on multi-agent technology has paved a new way for

the further research of knowledge transfer and sharing.

3. The social mechanism of knowledge transfer

3.1 Exchange mechanism

According to the hypothesis of the rational person from the view of economic exchange

theory, a rational person will not transfer knowledge unless the resulting returns exceed the

costs. In a specific social network, knowledge transfer is typically beneficial to the recipient

but can be costly to the source, considering that a rational knowledge owner will evaluate the

costs, returns and results of knowledge transfer before he or she shares knowledge.

Knowledge senders face a variety of risks in knowledge transfer. These risks include the

potential threat to his or her position as a professional, which could consequently undermine

his or her bargaining position with prospective employers. The time and energy consumed in

the process of knowledge transfer and negative effects on his or her reputation as a result of

transferring inappropriate knowledge are also risks incurred. For these reasons, a system is
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required that motivates knowledge owners to share knowledge, maintain a balance between

losses and gains, therefore raising their willingness to cooperate in a transfer.

For an individual, the most common motivation includes promotion, verbal recognition and

awards. However, knowledge transfer effects cannot be effectively measured objectively by

a third party outside the transfer due to the tacit features of knowledge. When an

organization sets up a reward system encouraging individual knowledge transfers,

employees are inclined to protect their exclusive possession of high value knowledge and

are more likely to transfer knowledge of a lower value and cost. This has proved to be an

ineffective motivational system with a diluted, inefficient effect. Bock et al. (2005) have

shown that in the rational behavior model, anticipated extrinsic rewards fail to alter the

employee’s attitude to knowledge sharing. It can be deduced, therefore, that awards cannot

explain the underlying motivation of knowledge transfer, and are not the dominant factor

contributing to knowledge transfer instances. Thus, this frequently used knowledge

management strategy cannot give rise to the expected results. There is, however, a more

reasonable mechanism and practical path – i.e. social exchange.

Social exchange theory is a social psychological approach to the study of human

interactions. Homans (1958) introduced economic concepts to this discipline theorizing that

interpersonal interaction is a process where participants and their partners engage in

activities and exchange valuable resources. People will not interact with each other unless

they find the exchange beneficial. In various situations; those who interact must be willing to

provide resources which meet one another’s needs. In terms of organizational intelligence,

knowledge transferred among employees constitutes organizational knowledge, and the

activities of knowledge transfer form a knowledge trading market (Davenport and Prusak,

1998). In contrast with the social market, the intra-organizational knowledge market is built

on mutual trust where the object of the knowledge transfer is not money but social capital

(Homans, 1958), such as reputation and trust (Blau, 1964). The knowledge owner earns

reputation and trust by transferring knowledge and as a result, he increases his social

capital, bargaining chip and psychological advantage in future exchanges.

According to economic exchange theory, the other side of the exchange is not other actors,

but the entire market. This point is significant when differentiating between economic

exchange theory and social exchange theory. Social exchange mechanisms use the social

capital to compensate for the opportunity cost of knowledge senders, offsetting the negative

affects of extrinsic rewards. For example, Employee A passes on his/her experience to B or

Division C for free so as to gain prestige and reputation; Employee D often learns skills from

B so as to gain his/her trust and favorable opinion. Free social exchange meets an

individual’s specific needs and can initiate the self-organization of various social resources.

Among the members of an organization, social exchange can increase the frequency of

interaction, relational intensity, mutual trust and cognitive consistency, thereby raising the

social capital of the organization as a whole and further lowering extrinsic resistance which

hinders knowledge flow and the circulation of other social resources.

3.2 Reciprocity mechanism

Economics stems from the classic hypothesis of the rational person. A rational person is

egoistically motivated and seeks to maximize his/her interests. A pure self-interest model is,

however, incapable of accounting for some behaviors of a rational person where economic

interests are at stake (Roberto and Colin, 2003). There are occasions where the behavior of a

rational person is inconsistent with the basic principle where individuals seek to maximize

their interests, these are the occasions where the behavior is driven by altruism. Coleman

(1988) argues that altruism and reciprocity, as common social phenomena, are one of the

leading principles in social existence. Individuals in a social network, particularly those in an

organization with a specific target must learn from other members of the same organization

in order to fulfill certain tasks, despite whether the relation is strong or weak. Consequently,

altruism in tandem with direct assistance actively aids the fulfillment of the individual’s tasks,

both are gratuitous actions. Different from social exchange, altruism is common between
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strangers, even though their information is asymmetric, gratuitous help is also given with no

thought of reward.

Wilson categorized altruism into conditional altruism (reciprocal) and unconditional altruism

(pure). In 1976, Becker, an economist, innovatively introduced this categorization into

economics, this led to further and more in-depth analysis of motivations underlying

reciprocity being conducted in the economic research field, contending that the aim of

benefactor’s altruism is to gain more payoffs in the long run by temporarily reducing his

adaptability. Altruistic people speculate with a view to an increase of return on investment.

More specifically, there is still an expected return on altruism, but a time gap between a act of

altruism and return is often more significant. A benefactor will not necessarily anticipate

direct return from the beneficiary; as a result this option-like investment has uncertainty, it

can only exist in a relatively long-term repeated game. It demands a certain identification

mechanism in a bid to decrease moral risks and individual opportunism.

Pure altruism can be explained by group selectionism. According to group selectionism,

natural selection is occurs at the level of biological population. When an individual’s altruism

benefits the population, the altruism trait will be preserved along with an increased benefit in

the interests of the population as a whole. In the event of a potential existential crisis, a

biological population with altruistic traits is more adaptable than one without such a spirit of

sacrifice as altruism (Ye, 2005). From the economic perspective, when an individual is

incorporated into a population as a result of blood relation, geographic location, or

employment, the accompanying social interaction produces in him/her another logical

rationality demanding communal life and recognition, and the maximization of interests. The

element of satisfaction for the demand is also regarded as an improvement of personal

utility; one contributing factor is ‘‘credentials’’ granted by the group, or social capital.

Whatever the type of altruism, reciprocity is the key to information transfer (Carol, 2006) and

information is in the process of knowledge transfer (Wilson, 2002), so it is can be deduced

that, the reciprocity mechanism is also at the core of knowledge transfer. An exchange

mechanism is based on egoism, while reciprocity mechanism is based on altruism.

Within an organization with strong ties, the frequent and long-term interaction among its

members of staff forms a repeated game. If the game produces high-level social capital for

the organization, the facilitated reciprocal mechanism will take effect. In this situation, staff

will seek to maximize individual and organizational interests by spontaneously establishing a

community where knowledge practice and resource sharing is common place, even in the

absence of a reward system in the organization. If mutual trust between the staff is low, they,

as rational actors anticipating payoffs, will still transfer knowledge (see Figure 1).

Within an organization with weak ties, rational actors of different units will provide each other

with goodwill trust based on shared organizational targets and reciprocal promises. In this

situation, the social exchange mechanism becomes the dominant factor in enabling

knowledge transfer. However, if a relationship between units falls short of trust, an economic

Figure 1 The relationship between tie, trust and knowledge transfer mechanism

Strong tie
Social exchange 

mechanism dominating 
Reciprocity mechanism 

dominating 

Weak tie

Economic exchange 
mechanism dominating 

Social exchange mechanism  
dominating 

No trust Trust 
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exchange mechanism becomes the dominant mechanism and high exchange cost is

unavoidable.

4. Research design

In previous sections the dynamic mechanism of knowledge transfer has been analyzed,

consisting of an exchange mechanism and a reciprocity mechanism. The mechanism will

vary for actors according to their interaction partners. For example, A is a senior financial

professional, B is A’s colleague in the same division, while C belongs to another division.

Knowledge transfer from A to B is a result of a reciprocal mechanism, while that from A to C is

a result of exchange mechanism. Despite the context in which one of the two mechanisms

takes effect, according to the hypothesis of the rational person, an individual will either

strengthen or weaken his ties with others in order to maximize their own individual interests.

This individual pursuit will lead to the evolution of a network structure. The result is that the

member with high-level knowledge is more popular. In addition, it becomes easier for

members with similar knowledge or a common ground of knowledge to establish a practice

community.

In the following, agent-based technology will be employed to construct a dynamic model to

simulate and explain how an individual initiates the evolution of a knowledge transfer and

sharing network through knowledge transfer and exchange.

This agent-based model is a ‘‘top down’’ model. It presents the basic behavior of

heterogeneous and self-adaptive agents in a simple algorithm to allow analysis, and models

the global pattern of agents’ interaction. A system of this type is not readily accounted for in

transition modeling. Agent-based models provide theoretical leverage where the global

patterns present more than just aggregation of individual attributes. However, global

patterns cannot be explored without modeling the dynamic micro-relations.

Suppose that every actor in a social network is an agent, and the social network in its initial

stage is a random network (N, p) consisting of N agents. The probability of connection

between any two agents is p. When p ¼ 0, all agents are isolated – that is, there is no

connection between any the agents; when p ¼ 1, all agents are connected and the network

is globally coupled. The average degree of this random network is kkl ¼ pðN 2 1Þ < pN; at

the moment t, the degree of agent i is ki(t), 0 # kiðtÞ # N 2 1, and the knowledge of agent I

at the moment i is ri(t), which is a random value ranging from 0 to 1. For the convenience of

computation, the individual knowledge level is a unidimensional vector. The network regards

agents with a high knowledge level as the most professional. The value of agent i, Vi(t), is

dependent on its degree at the moment, knowledge level and values of its neighbor nodes.

The function is as follows:

V iðtÞ ¼
P

V j ðt 2 1Þ=kiðtÞ þ r i ðtÞ
V ið0Þ ¼ r ið0Þ

(

V iðtÞ ¼
j[UðiÞ

P
V j ðt 2 1Þ=kiðtÞ þ r iðtÞBased on the hypothesis of the rational man, any agent

tends to maximize his/her values (see Table I). It will choose either to add or cancel links in

accordance with the direction of value change. Given that either the link addition or

cancellation involves two agents, the interaction involved is a game. Suppose that two

Table I Agent’s game strategies and its choice in adding and canceling links

Rule Result Description

A þ I
a[A þ
max {va

i ðt þ 1Þ2 v i ðtÞ} a* Bilateral decision

J If {va *

j ðt þ 1Þ2 v j ðtÞ} . 0 a* accepted

A 2 I
b[A 2
max {vb

i ðt þ 1Þ2 v i ðtÞ} b* Unilateral decision

J b* accepted
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agents in a game have perfect information – the game can then be described as a perfect

information game and the strategy is as follows: if the establishment of a link would increase

the value of agent i, V iðt þ 1Þ . V iðtÞ, agent i will add links. In A þ , a collection of agents with

whom agent i could add links, agent i will choose to add links with those who will bring him

the most value. However, the success of adding links is dependent on whether the link

enables Vi to improve its value or not. If yes, Vi will accept the addition of links, and so the

addition of links is realized, a* represents a strategy for adding links. If canceling a link could

increase its value, agent i will cancel links. In this case, it is i’s unilateral decision to choose

from A 2 , a collection of agents with whom agent i could cancel links. An agent with whom

the cancellation of links will cause i the least value loss, irrespective of the latter’s decision, b*

represents a strategy for canceling links. The foregoing game process and agent’s choice of

strategy form the algorithm base of simulating network evolution.

The result of link addition and/or cancellation is a change in the degree, knowledge level and

value of agent and the whole network structure will change. There are two types of change

concerning knowledge level. The first is cost-bearing knowledge transfer, a result of

exchange relationship, and the second is cost-free knowledge transfer, a result of reciprocal

relationship. The change of agent’s knowledge level in the two relationships are different, as

shown in Table II. In Table II, a represents absorptive capacity (range [0, 1]), c represents the

cost coefficient in the relationship of exchange, which is assumed as a complete transfer

with payments – that is, payment transfer on the part of one side equals to the payoff

increase on the part of the other side.

As a result of adding or canceling links through which an agent aims to maximize its own

value, the network structure changes. There are numerous references for measuring the

evolution of network, including entropy change in the network nodes, the change in the

network clustering coefficient, node degree, and the average shortest distance metrics

commonly deployed when analyzing social networks and thus employed here.

5. Results

Matlab6.0 is employed to simulate the evolution of network and it is assumed that n ¼ 100,

p ¼ 0:1, a ¼ 0:4 and c is a random value within the range [0, 1]. The clustering coefficient C

and average shortest distance L of the network evolutes with time, and Figure 2 shows the

results.

Figure 2 shows that after a period of evolution, the structural characteristics of a random

network change markedly. The average shortest distance L gradually decreases, while the

clustering coefficient C increases significantly and rapidly reaches a stable position. This

indicates that agents gradually cluster over time and stop after reaching a particular level.

These connections are maintained, which results in a continuing decrease of the average

shortest distance. The computation of the agent’s node degree shows that the initial average

node degree is 100; when it reaches 200, the average node degree increases to 125, while

the average node degree of those agents with a lower initial knowledge level is 110. This

result indicates that at the initial stage where agents bear no noticeable difference in social

capital, it is easier for an agent with high-level knowledge to gain social capital, and therefore

to obtain more competitiveness and potential to grow into a leader.

Table II The change of agent’s knowledge level

Type Description Dri Drj

r i , r j Exchange Irrespective of transfer costs ðr j 2 r i Þ ·a · ð1 2 cÞ ðr j 2 r i Þ ·a · c
r i . r j Reciprocity Respective of transfer costs 0 ðr i 2 r j Þ ·a
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6. Discussion

6.1 From random network to small-world network

Traditional research on networks has focused on the constraint of network position on actors

and presupposed that network structures are fixed. Therefore the creation and evolution of

networks were generally ignored. Since Brass and Burkhardt (1992), the research in this

area has shifted its focus towards the exploration of how a network is constructed. In this

perspective, managers exert their influence on the network, which makes possible the active

management of the relation structure among the staff by the managers. At the same time, the

relation structure also is of significance when monitoring and managing the communication

structure, arranging the organizational communication structure in accordance with the

tasks (Ahuja and Carley, 1999). The managers’ influence along with the micro-interaction

among actors pushes forward the formation and evolution of a network. The findings in this

section indicate that in knowledge transfer and exchange, members of the network seek

initial and further connections under the principle of profit maximization. As a result,

members with high-value are popular targets for connection. By connecting with high-value

members, common members with equal status will also connect with each other and

therefore form more and more triads. The phenomenon of network gathering emerges while

simultaneously the average shortest distance decreases. In view of the network as a whole,

a network will evolve from initial randomness to a small world at the end. Although the

evolution occurs as self-organization without managerial intervention, a manager’s

manipulation will have the potential to accelerate the process.

6.2 More knowledge, more social capital and more links

A social network not only influences and constrains in non-trivial ways the behavior of

individuals but also contributes to aspects generically referred to as social capital, favoring

the emergence of coordinated actions or collaboration (Astaa et al., 2012). Through the

change of individual knowledge level and social capital, it is easier for network members

with high initial knowledge level to gain relations and exchange knowledge because they are

more attractive to other members and boosts their acquisition of social capital. Lee et al.

(2011) has investigated the emergent hierarchical structures in multi-adaptive games of a

social system. They found a similar phenomenon that an individual has adaptability and

Figure 2 The characteristics of simulated network evolution: based on an individual

dynamic mechanism
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prefers to contact with participants who can bring more benefits when he or she chooses

new interactive members. In gaining external links, the speed of growth of the high-level

network members’ knowledge and social capital also accelerates and is higher than that of

the average network members. This leads to the ‘‘knowledge gap’’ phenomenon, which

refers to the fact that the knowledge level of some organizations, groups, areas and nations

is much higher than that of others. This causes further differentiation between economic

development and sustainability, threatening social stability and hindering development. It is

therefore necessary for network managers to take administrative or economic measures to

distribute its professionals evenly so as to improve the average knowledge level of every

group, narrowing or filling the ‘‘knowledge gap’’.

6.3 Value of exchange and reciprocal mechanism

Under the impact of reciprocal and exchange mechanisms, the link addition between any

two nodes will bring about the growth of knowledge and value of either one or both sides.

However, due to the difference of absorptive capacity and type of mechanism in effect, there

exists a discrepancy between the two sides of knowledge growth, varying with absorptive

capacity and transfer costs. The parameter will not change the direction of network

evolution. By comparing the reciprocal mechanism and exchange mechanism, although

both mechanisms can improve the knowledge of its network members, the exchange

mechanism is more efficient as it can improve the values of both sides of the transaction.

Therefore, it is necessary for administrators to construct or improve the knowledge

exchange market within the organization to reach the free flow of knowledge (Davenport and

Prusak, 1998).

6.4 Implications for practitioners and researchers

Overall, the impact of individual behavior dynamics on the formation and evolution of social

networks is significant. Although the reciprocal mechanism and exchange mechanism result

in different modes of actions, subjects, and situations, they both can potentially lead to the

small-world phenomenon, which refers to the situation where actors with low knowledge

level will gather around those with high knowledge level through gradual knowledge

transfers.

The findings of this study accord with real-world observations. In scientific research, for

example, researchers usually build social relationships and transfer knowledge on the basis

of exchange and reciprocity. Researchers with similar interests interact with one another

more frequently, as the result of which the small-world structure gradually takes shape in the

scientific collaboration network. If a cluster in the collaboration network contains one or more

high-level actors, the average performance of the cluster will be higher than other ones.

Hence research universities, in the hope of improving their academic status, always

compete for outstanding researchers and attract talents with substantial benefits. In

multinational corporations, the entire marketing employee network is a small-world network.

The marketing departments in different regions are connected by weak ties while they each

constitute a closely collaborating group. If a group has one or more competent salesmen,

the average sales performance will be higher than other regions. So it is common that

salesmen in leading regions are appointed managers of poorly performing departments in

order to increase their average performance level.

According to the theories of complex networks, the evolution of a network is not only

influenced by individual motivations, but also individual self-organization. In the absence of

external rules, activities driven by the principle of personal value maximization can give birth

to optimal network structures. Unconscious autonomy replaces business management

strategies to some extent and complements the plan, coordination, and control in the

organization’s hierarchy. But the process will be affected by formal rules undoubtedly. So to

accelerate the increase of average knowledge level and organizational competitiveness, the

administration should make policies that encourage exchanging and reciprocal activities as

well as the formation of knowledge trading markets in organizations.
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7. Conclusions

With the knowledge-based theory spreading, more and more researchers and practitioners

have realized that knowledge management abilities are the basic components of

organizational competitiveness. Increasing the average knowledge level of organizations

with the individual knowledge transfer network may be propitious to innovation and

competition.

In this research, the author studied the impacts of exchange mechanism and reciprocal

mechanism on individual knowledge transfer with the agent-based technology and complex

network simulation methods. The result has proved that exchange mechanism and

reciprocal mechanism can result in the emergence of small-world features separately or

synergistically. The result is consistent with Watts’s (2004) findings, so small-world network is

suitable for knowledge and information diffusion.

There are still some limitations in this research. Firstly, the author limited the quantities of

variables, interactive rules and agents in the simulation modeling, so the model is

incomplete and the results should be confirmed with other research methods in the future.

Secondly, some kind of human activities, such as non-cooperative games and punishments,

were not considered in this paper. Anyway, the author believes that it is unavoidable to

analyze the internal mechanisms behind individual knowledge transfer activities to improve

the knowledge management efficiency in organizations.

The computer simulation is a new research method in the field of knowledge management

though it is quite popular and has a history use in management science. In the future, the

author will focus research on the impacts of the position of an actor in the social network on

its activities and performance through traditional questionnaire survey methods in

conjunction with social network analysis tools.
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